We develop a set of new motion estimation (ME) algorithms based mainly on Unsymmetric-Cross Multi-Hexagon-Grid Search (UMH). The original algorithms are improved by applying the Successive Elimination Algorithm (SEA) and subsampling the image blocks while computing the matching criterion. We also improve SEA by adding a small constant to the lower bound before trying to eliminate the current checking point. The motion compensated results stay in most cases similar to the original UMH algorithm, while computation is decreased by up to 95%. The new algorithms outperform in both image quality and computational efficiency other well-known fast ME algorithms such as Three
INTRODUCTION
Most video coding standards, including MPEG-1/2/4, H.261, H.263, and H.264/AVC, use block motion estimation (BME) and compensation (MC) for removing temporal redundancy [1] . This is one of the most important parts of a video encoder giving a very large reduction in bit rate, but it is also computationally one of the most intensive parts of an encoder.
The motion vector (MV) for a block is computed by minimizing the value of a matching criterion. The most common criterion is the rate-distortion optimized (RD) criterion C (x, y) = SAD (x, y) + AB (x -o, y-yo) (1) where B (Ax, Ay) denotes the number of bits required for coding the difference between the candidate MV (x, y) and This work has been partly funded by the Academy of Finland (project n:o 110751).
the MV predictor (x0, Y). The parameter A is the Lagrangian multiplier and it adjusts the tradeoff between bit rate and video distortion. SAD is the sum of absolute differences between a reference block R(x, y) and the current block B. The block size is commonly 16 x 16 pixels, although with newer standards, such as H.264, also smaller blocks are available, down to size of 4 x 4 pixels.
The computation of SAD can be hastened by approximating it by subsampling the blocks and skipping over some of the sum terms [2] . This is an efficient method at small subsampling factors, but deteriorates the result significantly at larger factors, which limits applicability of this method.
By far the most popular way to optimize BME is at relatively high level. Motion estimation can be performed by checking only a minor part of all candidate MVs (x, y). Several fast search strategies have been developed, including Three Step Search (TSS), Diamond Search (DS) [3] and Hexagon-Based Search (HEXBS) [4] which are extremely fast search algorithms, but give worse image quality than full search. On the other hand, Unsymmetric-Cross MultiHexagon-Grid Search (UMHexagonS or UMH) [5] gives a very good quality, but is significantly slower than TSS, DS, or HEXBS.
Another technique to decrease the number of checking points is to compute a lower bound for the criterion value in the beginning of every checking point. If the lower bound turns out to be larger than the criterion value at the best match so far, the exact criterion value needs not to be evaluated. This algorithm is called Successive Elimination Algorithm (SEA) [6] .
In this paper, we develop new motion estimation algorithms, using UMH as a starting point due to its excellent motion estimation quality. A modified SEA is applied in an efficient manner, to reduce the relatively high computation requirements, and subsampling and filtering are used to further reduce computation. The resulting algorithm has very little computation less than DS while still giving almost similar results to the original UMH or full search and superior image quality compared to DS and HEXBS.
THE IMPROVED UMH ALGORITHM

UMH and other ME algorithms
The UMH algorithm is described in [5] and reviewed here for completeness. First, an unsymmetrical-cross search is made, shown as circles in Fig. 1 . This step can be justified because either the horizontal Ax or vertical MV component Ay will be zero at the cross pattern checking points and the RD criterion has often a minimum there. The spacing between checking points is two and there are twice as many points horizontally than vertically. In our experiments, we used 17 points horizontally and 9 points vertically, corresponding to search window size of ± 16 points.
Starting from the best point found in the cross search step, next an uneven multi-hexagon-grid search is made, denoted with squares in the figure. The 16-point hexagon pattern (16-HP) used in the grid search has more points at the left and right edges. The pattern is scaled to various sizes (up to 4 times with search window of ± 16 points) and the matching criterion evaluated at the corresponding points.
In the last step, a modified HEXBS is used to refine the best MV found in the multi-hexagon-grid stage. The 6-point hexagon (denoted with triangles) is used repeatedly until the best MV is at the center of the hexagon. Then, the point is refined using small diamond search (SDS) which checks points with a small diamond pattern (denoted with crosses) until the minimum has been found. In the original HEXBS, the small diamond pattern is applied only once.
Another popular ME method is DS: it is similar to HEXBS but uses a large diamond (Fig. 1) in the first stage. DS requires more steps than HEXBS to reach the minimum in diagonal directions. In all ME algorithms the search origin is predicted based on median of MVs at blocks left of, above of, and above-right of the current block.
SEA and layered image representation
The lower bound for the matching criterion (1) used in SEA [6] is (R(x,y) 1-lB , + AB (x -o,y -yo) < C(x,y) (2) where the LI -norm l denotes absolute sum of values in a block. This lower bound can be made tighter by subdividing the blocks into smaller blocks, computing the norms of the subblocks, and computing SAD between the norms. For example, the reference and current blocks of size 16 x 16 pixels could be subdivided into four 8 x 8-pixel blocks, whose norms would be obtained. The absolute differences of norms in the corresponding subblocks would be then computed and summed with 4 subtractions, 4 absolute operations, and 3 additions, forming a new tighter lower bound. By using smaller blocks, more checking points can be elim- inated with the lower bound, but computing the lower bound itself requires more operations. The remaining problem is to find an efficient method for computing the block norms. One method is to use a sliding window technique. However, in our work we compute instead a layered image representation as described in [7] : the first layer contains averaged values of 2 x 2-pixel blocks, computed from the pixels in the original image. Each of the following layers is computed using the previous layer and contains averaged values (scaled norms) of twice larger blocks. The computation of each layer requires 3 additions and one bit shift per pixel.
Improved UMH
The UMH algorithm was improved using the following two methods.
Subsampling: In all steps, except in the final SDS, the image blocks were subsampled horizontally and vertically by two. This alone degrades the result relatively much, but the subsampling was performed on images which were also filtered using 2 x 2-pixel averaging filter: that is, the SAD was computed with subsampled blocks obtained from the first layer of the layered image representation. Since the final SDS step is performed without subsampling, typically very little of quality is lost but computation is decreased to almost a quarter. Note that this subsampling is different from image pyramidal representation: the resolution of the filtered images is the same as in the original images and the search step size can The new algorithms decrease computation by 92%, 95% (16x 16 and 8x8 block sizes with UMH+8SEAf +sub), and 92% (4 x 4 block size with UMH+4SEAf +sub) compared to UMH.
CONCLUSIONS
We developed new ME algorithms based on UMH by applying SEA and subsampling the blocks while matching. The new algorithms can achieve excellent ME result, near the original UMH algorithm, while decreasing computation by 92-95%. Experiments showed that the new algorithms outperform conventional fast search algorithms such as DS and HEXBS computationally and in image quality.
